
 

Ego Compact Semi Submarine allows for
underwater exploration for the lay person

February 24 2011, by Katie Gatto

  
 

  

(PhysOrg.com) -- Fans of the adventures of Captain Nemo and the ship
Nautilus will be pleased to know that soon you could be able to have
your own undersea adventures, without the hassle of commandeering a
vessel from the local base of the US Navy and dealing with those pesky
treason charges after the trip. Thanks to a new vessel, named the Ego
Compact Semi Submarine, you can be trolling the seas with very
minimal training time under your belt.
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The vehicle is technically called a semi-submarine because all of the
craft does not go under the sea. The design is more like a pontoon style
of boat with a transparent waterproof compartment that hangs from the
middle of the boat. It lets you see below without having to go entirely
below the water.

  
 

  

Admittedly, it does mean that you cannot use this single person craft for
deep sea exploration, but you can still do a heck of a lot of exploration
with it, without having to worry about the sea pressure levels that
commonly create a need for stronger and bigger vessels. Think of this
more like craft based snorkeling than it is diving.
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The creators, a South Korean company Raonhaje, do plan to release the
vehicle for use in organizations like tropical resorts as well as for sale for
individual owners. The ships do not have a stated cost as of yet, so you
will have to contact the company if you want to get more information on
actually buying one of the crafts.

Cruising speed has not been released at this time, but the company did
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say that the device can run eight hours at cruising speed or four hours at
its top speed.

  More information: www.raonhaje.com/main.php?bo_table=ego1
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